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Welcome to the Newsletter!
This term
March to May is packed full of excellent activities for our students. As the year progresses, they
become more confident in their studies and begin to show real talent in many areas. Year 11 see all of
their efforts come to fruition as they sit their final GCSE examinations this term! In this edition of the
newsletter, we shine a spotlight on the fantastic work that students are doing both inside and outside
of the classroom.

Elsewhere across the school
Performing Arts, STEM and Physical Education have so much going on that they deserve their own
newsletter. Please find the links to the more subject specific newsletters on the Walsall Academy
website, under the “Parents’ Information” heading, or alternatively, follow this link: http://bit.ly/
WANewsletters
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Curriculum Focus
English
Key Stage 3
Years 7 and 8 have delved into exciting pieces of literature to finish
off their school year. Michael Morpurgo has been guiding Year 7

through a tale of love, loss and war in Private Peaceful, and Philip
Pullman has introduced them to a whirlwind world of murder, crime
and mystery with The Ruby in the Smoke.

Key Stage 4
In the final run up to their exams, Year 10 and 11 have been working
particularly hard attending Session 3 and booster sessions. As part
of a new direction this year, the two year groups will be sitting the
same Language exams together in June, and the department wishes
them luck! Year 9 have been continuing a programme of Film
Studies in their half sessions. For the past few weeks students have
created their own screenplays, which they have enjoyed presenting
to their peers.

Noughts and Crosses Trip
In March, Year 8 students embarked upon an adventure to the

Belgrade Theatre in Coventry. They watched an enthralling
performance of Noughts and Crosses, a play based on a book of
the same name written by Malorie Blackman. It was a huge
success!
“An exciting and thought-provoking production with
fantastic acting. Year 8 were hooked from start to finish!” Miss Hall, English Teacher
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Sixth Form visit to
Wolverhampton
University
English Language

“It was fascinating to
learn about the language
of Shakespeare and
exciting to see what
University life might be
like” - Beth, Year 12
On Thursday 16 May, a group
of Year 12 students made a
visit to the University of
Wolverhampton. It was an
action-packed day, in which
students participated in both a
fantastic masterclass on
language, technology and
humour, and received a
personal lecture on how
Shakespeare would have
sounded in his own day. After
a tour around the campus, the
students also had the
opportunity to quiz David
Crystal - a famous academic
who has written best-selling
books on the English language
- with any questions they had
about their Language A level.

Short Story Competition
In March, Key Stage 3 students were introduced to ‘Mission
Catastrophe’, a short story writing competition. The task was
simple, write a mini-saga of 100 words, that described the
aftermath of an apocalyptic event.
A large number of students responded with high quality sagas
that were filled with description and drama. 13 finalists were
chosen to perform their short stories to a panel of judges. Each
story read out was filled to the brim with beautiful language, well
thought-out details and dramatic plot lines.
A massive well done to those students who won: Chelsea in
Year 7 for 3rd place, Owen in Year 8 for 2nd place, and Laila in
Year 7 for 1st place.
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Humanities
Key Stage 3
This term, Year 7 students have become explorers of the great Antarctica in their Geography lessons.
In particular they have become experts in changing landscapes and have learned how to recognise
ice shelves, and how climate change is melting these away.
Year 8 Geography lessons have jumped across the Atlantic and landed in North America. Students
have examined the push and pull factors of migration from Mexico into the USA, as well as
considering how North America is, and has been, affected by geographical aspects such as tropical
storms and tectonic plates. Last month, Year 8 students also took a trip to Cannock Chase to
investigate river features in the stream. They studied pebble size and roundness, and the velocity,
width and depth of the stream. What an adventure!

Key Stage 4
Last month, a group of Year 10 students represented the school at the Midcounties Co-operative
AGM. A range of local entrepreneurial students from a range of schools gathered together with one
goal in mind - to come up with ways to beat plastic pollution in the UK.
Our students demonstrated great skill in their presentation, which included a short film detailing the
problem of plastic pollution. A massive well done to the students, as their project came second in the
competition.

Above are stills from the short film made by the Walsall Academy competition participants
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Modern Foreign Languages
Key Stage 3
In French and German Year 7 have been on a vast journey through the countries of the world and
more local one through the items found in our homes. They have also learned both how to describe
artwork and how to express their opinions about it as well. Ask any of them about their home town,
and they will also be able to tell you all about it, including giving you directions to the nearest
supermarket, park or stadium!

Key Stage 4
On 20 March 2019, 15 Year 9 German students went on trip to Aston University. They were split into
three groups and each group learned about school in a German speaking country (either Germany,
Austria or Switzerland). They then presented what they had learned to their peers before making a
“Schultüte” which is a German gift-bag full of stationery and sweets that parents give to their children

when they start school.
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Art

Thanks to the help of Mr. Lindop, the artwork is being displayed in ways that reflect the students’ talent

A massive well done to our KS4 and KS5 students who have
worked hard to complete their Art portfolios. Above you can see
some of the excellent creations that students have put together,
demonstrating their ability, creativity and determination to succeed.
In February, Year 12 students had the amazing opportunity to visit
some London art galleries and examine famous works that they
had studied. It was a splendid cultural day that enabled the
students to see where their artistic passions might lead.
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Film Studies

Coursework
Year 12 and 13 A level Film Studies students
have recently been completing coursework, an
important part of their qualification.
Each student has had the choice of either writing
their own screenplay, or directing, scripting and
filming their own short film. The results have
been fantastic, with genres ranging from Thriller
to Indie. Each student has worked hard to
ensure a successful completion. With these films
in the bag, who knows which student will be
Britain’s next top filmmaker!

Representing Walsall Academy
A huge well done to a couple of students for
representing Walsall Academy at a conference held in
the Parliamentary buildings in London. Both students
demonstrated excellent behaviour and enthusiasm.
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Session 3
New Strategy Gaming Club

This term has seen the debut of a new ultimate gaming club here at Walsall Academy. Michael and
James in Year 12 have shown great initiative in starting up their own club, having identified the
opportunity to create their own space to play Warhammer. Since airing on Broadcast, the Session 3
has attracted the attention of multiple students across all year groups, each of them fighting against
each other to defend their characters and territories. This has become a thriving space for young
hobbyists to share their passions with like-minded students. Through student-led learning, students
who attend the club are able to develop a range of skills such as strategic thinking, positive
relationship building and resilience.

A massive well done to Michael and James for setting up the club, and setting a fantastic example to
students lower down the school. Faith, Year 7, has been attending the club for a few weeks now and
has only positive feedback.

“I may not be very good at playing Warhammer, but I am getting better and I love coming
to the club! I bring lots of extra pieces from home to add to the game and make it even
more exciting” - Faith, Year 7
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Debate Club Trip
In February, Walsall Academy’s Debate Club took a trip down to the nation’s capital to visit the
Houses of Parliament. They participated in a day that was packed with activities and showed the
students how the government works. The day began with a tour of the Parliamentary buildings.
This included time during which the students could sit in the House of Commons and observe a
Brexit trade debate that was taking place. This amazing opportunity enthralled the students many of whom asked if they could stay in there all day.
After the tour students met Eddie Hughes, MP for Walsall North, and asked him a range of

questions including how to get a job in government and his opinions on local transport. Finally,
the group practised passing their own law following the same structure as the government does
when it passes one.
Overall it was a fantastic day, leaving the students with big smiles and a greater understanding of
how our law making system works.

“Visiting the Houses of Parliament
gave me a better insight into British
politics” - Scott, Year 10

Students during a tour of the Houses of Parliament and engaging in their own mock debate
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Trip to the Highlands

Students chased peak after peak in the Highlands

In April, Mr Roberts led a group of Year 10 students to
the Scottish Highlands. They traversed multiple
peaks, as they wove through the mountainous
Scottish land.
Not afraid of a challenge, the Year 10s successfully
completed their expedition, having carried heavy bags
and worked well as a team. They were able to
experience the exhilaration of camping out in the
beautiful wilderness after a tough day of walking, and
each came away from the trip with a sense of
achievement and pride.

“On the trip, I built my confidence by
going out of my comfort zone and by
speaking to people I didn’t know” Jade, Year 10

Staff vs Students Master Chef
On Tuesday 19 March, staff and students went head to head in a
Master Chef-style cooking challenge. Participants were allocated
ingredients and given an hour to prepare a 3 course meal.
Both teams started off with a vegetable soup, before going their
separate ways in the mains: staff whipped up a tasty chicken stir
fry, whilst students went a little spicier with some scrumptious
southern fried chicken. For desserts, a fruit pot granola from the
teachers and delicious pancakes from the students.
It was a tough contest and the judges clearly enjoyed trying out
the meals, but the overall winners were Team A… the students!
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Himalaya Expedition Training
As time draws closer to the trip, the
Himalaya Expedition team have upped their
training.
They have completed a training weekend
during which they ensured their skills were
up to scratch.
They have also been working hard to raise
the funds themselves, partaking in
fundraising activities such as washing the
cars of school staff members!
Well done and good luck to the team!

“I feel happy, excited and ready for this trip of a lifetime” Lemar, Year 10

Design for the flag that the students will take up the Himalayas with them
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Outward Bound
Sixth Form
Apprentice Course
Just before the Easter Holidays, a group of Sixth
Formers took up the challenge of completing the
Outward Bound Apprentice Course. Students
faced a range of situations in which they had to
prove their ability to work as a team to achieve
something great. They supported each other in
challenging exercises such as rock climbing,
sailing and journeying through deep snow.
It was an incredible experience for every student
involved, as they were pushed to extremes. They
were able to come back to school ready to transfer
their greater resilience, planning and teamwork
skills to the classroom.

Conditions made it an extreme challenge for students, but they prevailed
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Every student made an effort to embrace the cold water

Year 9 Ullswater
Walsall Academy took a couple of Year 9
groups out to the Outward Bound centre in
Ullswater. Each group was faced with
challenges designed to test their teamwork
skills and resilience. Students had to squeeze
through tiny tunnels, leap into icy cold water,
walk for miles up craggy terrain and set up their
own tents. The group pictured above showed
particular determination to excel, in their choice
to sleep in bivouacs that they created
themselves—leaving them exposed to the
elements, and also the stars.

“It was quite the adventure… the team
were put through their paces and really
pulled together. It was wonderful to see
students building skills outside the
classroom and helping each other out
when things got tough” - Miss
Cresswell, English Teacher
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House System
Contact Us
Walsall Academy
Lichfield Road
Bloxwich
Walsall WS3 3LX
(01922) 493 910
Visit us online at
www.walsallacademy.com

House Milkamanavicius is storming ahead at this
point… will another team step up to take the lead?

This year the House System has been at the heart of student activities
here at Walsall Academy. By demonstrating hard work, determination,
excellent behavior and great participation in extra-curricular activities
students rack up points for the House competition. Every Monday the
students are given an update of how their hard work has paid off, as
the score is tallied on Broadcast. This has been a fantastic opportunity
for the members of each house both to work together and to excel
individually. Other than demonstrating exemplary behaviour and
attitude towards their learning, students can gain points by stepping
outside of the box, as is demonstrated below.

Book-It
List
Students can gain points for their house by
reading books on the ‘Book-It List’.
“This has been a great opportunity for me to
improve my English skills. I have particularly
enjoyed reading The Book Thief, by Markus
Zusak” - Asha, Year 10

Star
Student
Students can also gain points for their house if
they are ‘Star Student of the Week’. They can
achieve this by doing something extra special
inside or outside of school. For example, Grace
in Year 7 was nominated for competing in Horse
Riding competitions.

